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“Tsunami Tendenko” and acceptance of the loss
The Great East Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011, wreaked enormous damage in
Touhoku district (northeast area of the mainland of Japan). This disaster is unique in that
it occurred during the daytime, and many family members were affected separately. And
many people will need to acknowledge the death of their loved one without their remains
because of the tsunami.
The affected area had been struck by the tsunami, and there is a local wisdom, “Tsunami
Tendenko”. It means "go uphill independently at the time of tsunami caring only for your
own safety, not thinking of anyone else, even your family." This wisdom saved many lives,
but they have to accept life without the loved one and to not blame themselves that they
could not save the others.
There are many children who lost their family and their place to live as if it never existed.
The grief of acceptance without evidence is unimaginably deep. It is necessary to
“understand” the loss in order to overcome the sadness and to live with hope. However, it
is very difficult to comprehend without confirming the evidence. To help victims to
transform their grief into sadness with which they can live, grief care will be required.

Gift for the Next 100 Years
The victims need various supports to recover, but there is not much we can do. What we
can do is something concerned with camp. In the 150 years history, organized camp has
been active in addressing social concerns. Grief care is one of the challenges. We will learn
from ancestors of Grief Camp and adjust for the victims. That’s what we can do.
Our main goal is to provide Grief Camp to the victims of the earthquake and support
their psychological recovery. And the Grief Camp will provide to the people who are
involved in it the communication ability to provide comfort for people who are grieving.
This will be a gift for the next 100 years to make the world a better place.

2011 is the 45th anniversary of the National Camping Association of Japan (NCAJ).
NCAJ had established the future mission of the organization with
the key phrase, “Gift for the Next 100 Years”. Our hope is that the
camps which will be inherited by our children and grandchildren for
the next 100 years will be fun and optimistic, if it is possible. Faced
with our current situation, camps will need to acquire the capacity to
live with the sadness everyone has to face in their lives.

Mission
To provide Grief Camp to the victims of the earthquake and support their psychological
recovery.
In accordance with the camp tradition, seek a means of relating to the Japanese
society. through the theme of camp as a “Gift for the Next 100 Years”.
Increase the interest among the diverse domestic and international practices of camp
to enhance the quality of camp and to offer a new challenge. This will strengthen the
relationships between domestic and international organizations.

Target group
Victims of the earthquake of March 11, 2011, particularly children who lost
members of their families.

Steps and Implementation structure

All steps will be done in collaboration
with other camp organizations and
professionals in psychological care.

・Formation of staff
・Practice of camps
・Record and report

Practice of Camps
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・Recruit of Campers

NCAJ
YMCA

・Sincere learning
・Formation of expert group

ASAHI

・Individual
・Organization
・Public funds

・Training of counselors
and supervisors

Intellectual Tasks
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・ Case study and adjustment for the
victims of the earthquake
・ Counselor training for Grief camp
・ Planning of Grief Camp
・ Practice of camps
・ Public relations and Funding
・ Continue camps for several years,
ideally more than 10 years

・Private funds

Funds & Human Resources

Edification ・ Publicity
Fund ・ Human Resources

Many-Sided Support from
ACA（USA）・CCA（CA）・
ACA（AU）・ICF and so on.

Donate to support the project
Visit website of International Camping Fellowship. You can make a donation with
http://www.campingfellowship.org
major credit cards.
Or, please contact to National Camping Association of Japan.
Thank you for your support!!

ARIGATOU means "incredibly rare", thus it's MIRACLE.
It's a miracle that we have you in the camping community. ARIGATOU !

Contact :
National Camping Association of Japan
Executive, Tatsuya Kanayama
e-mail : kanayama@camping.or.jp

Gift for the Next 100 Years

Grief Camp Project for victims
of The Touhoku Region Pacific Coast Earthquake
UPDATE

May-2011

Thank you for the warm messages and donations.
We have received many messages from all over the world, as well as
reports of your generous donations. You have encouraged us greatly, and
we will continue our sincere efforts for the Grief Camp Project. We
appreciate your concern for Japan.

The number of the orphans has reached over 100.
At this moment, the full extent of the damage has not been determined, but the number of
newly-orphaned children has reached over 100. The number of children who have lost one of their
parents is more than 500. We know that the numbers will increase. One of our important issues is to
develop relationships with the children in order to plan for the camps.

Project in collaboration with YMCAs and Asahi
The National Camping Association of Japan will be developing the Grief Camp Project in
partnership with the National Council of YMCAs of Japan and the Asahi Shinbun Social
Welfare Organization (a social service organization affiliated with one of the most famous
newspaper companies in Japan). Both organizations have a long history
of camping and social services and are the most appropriate partners for
this project.

Invitation from El Tesoro de la Vida.
El Tesoro de la Vida of Camp Fire USA, a grief camp with more than 25 years history,
has invited us to learn about the administration of the camp by sending several
representatives to observe and participate in their camp this summer. It is a great
opportunity for us to design our own camp program and counselor training
curriculum.

Prepare for the ICC and AOCC in Hong Kong.
At the ICC&AOCC in Hong Kong, we are planning to offer a session about the Grief Camp Project. We
request that attendees bring information about grief camps from their countries. We are looking
forward to sharing the collective knowledge of the international camp community.
We ask you to...
・ Provide information about previous grief camps
Research about the camps, articles about the camps, staff training materials, etc., are welcome.
・ Donate to support the project
Donations are being accepted through the ICF website:

http://www.campingfellowship.org

Contact : National Camping Association of Japan
Executive, Tatsuya Kanayama
e-mail : kanayama@camping.or.jp
The full project plan is available at http://www.camping.or.jp/grief_camp_ncaj.pdf

ARIGATOU means "incredibly rare", thus it's MIRACLE.
It's a miracle that we have you in the camping community. ARIGATOU !

Gift for the Next 100 Years

Grief Camp Project for victims
of The Touhoku Region Pacific Coast Earthquake
UPDATE

Grief Care and Camp

Vol.2

June-2011

Camp Academy 2011 Vol.1

NCAJ conducted a workshop on Grief Camp, “Grief Care and Camp” on 21st of May. More than 120 people got
together and learned about the actual condition of the suffered area and basic of grief care.
Mr. Toyoshi Sasaki (Chief of KURIKOMA nature school) reported their support action at the impacted area. A
group called RQ center (http://www.rq-center.net/wp/lang/en.html) has spread their activity using their network
of nature schools.
I have been busy on the backup activity since the earthquake. I
moved to some points, opening the volunteer centers in the suffered
area. The demand changes quickly from day to day. According to the
changes, we have to change the system of the activity everyday. This
kind of flexibilities requires the humanity of each one. I believe we can
strengthen the humanity through camping.
A good camp has the best balance of organizational strength and
humanity. In this point of view, I think camp is put to the test. Have we
brought up the people with strong humanity? Can we operate the
flexible system? I’ve been asking myself since the 11th of March.
RQ staffs take care of children
Mr. Tatsuya Konishi (Chief Researcher of Institute of Grief Care) gave a lecture for basic understanding of grief
care.
I think there are many elements of grief work in camp. Self-exposure is
one of the most important processes and there are many opportunities
for it in camp. Regular life pattern of camp may be useful to recover
the ordinary life. And especially for children, it’s very important to feel
that they are protected securely. This must be an advantage of the
camp setting.
Grief care and camp have many common skills such as attentive hearing,
empathy and flexibility. We feel sure that our Grief Camp Project will be
helpful, and at the same time we need to learn much, much more.

Evacuation in a poor condition

More than 20,000 children forced to change schools
For the damage by the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear plant accident, more than 20,000 children have to
change their schools. Many schools receive other schools’ students, and they have to study in poor conditions.
Also, many children must study far away from their familiar places. In this situation, it’s not easy for us to get
to know the children for whom we will organize camps. We need a very long term action.

We ask you to...
・ Provide information about previous grief camps
Research about the camps, articles about the camps, staff training materials, etc., are welcome.
・ Donate to support the project
Donations are being accepted through the ICF website:

http://www.campingfellowship.org

Contact : National Camping Association of Japan
Executive, Tatsuya Kanayama
e-mail : kanayama@camping.or.jp
The full project plan is available at http://www.camping.or.jp/grief_camp_ncaj.pdf

ARIGATOU means "incredibly rare", thus it's MIRACLE.
It's a miracle that we have you in the camping community. ARIGATOU !

Gift for the Next 100 Years

Grief Camp Project for victims
of The Touhoku Region Pacific Coast Earthquake
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July-2011

Ready for the visit to El Tesoro de la Vida - Grief Camp by Camp Fire USA First Texas CouncilCamp Fire USA First Texas Council has been kind enough to invite four representatives of NCAJ to their
Grief Camp, “El Tesoro de la Vida”, to learn about the Grief Camp. This week-long camp for bereaved
children has a history of more than twenty years. There are many things for us to learn, such as
counselor training, programming of the camp week, activities for grief work, cooperation with professionals,
fund raising, public relations, etc. We are certain that we will be able to learn
much. We also think that it is very important for us to witness how camp is a good
place for grieving children. After returning to Japan, we will complete our plan
for our Grief Camp and its training curriculum for the camp counselors. There are
many cultural differences between the US and Japan (the languages also!), so we
will need to make many adjustments for the children of Japan. However, this visit
will be very useful for us to have a good example and to document the evidence
that camp is a good place for them.
Learn more about El Tesoro de la Vida
http://www.campfirefw.org/CampFire/Families/CampElTesoro/GriefCampElTesorodelaVida/tabid/188/Def
ault.aspx

Name the World – the edge of sharing a new ideaA Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire told about the importance of “Name the World”. It means, when an
object is named, it becomes an exchangeable idea. Here in Japan, the same as other parts of the world,
camp has been used as a way to approach societal challenges. And there were singly some camps for
bereaved children. Now we have the term “Grief Camp”, and we can exchange the idea more easily.
In the near future, we may call this camp by another name, but now we are on the edge of sharing a new
idea of camp for the children by receiving the named idea, “Grief Camp”.

Presentation at the ICC / AOCC in Hong Kong
Have you registered for the International Camping congress in Hong Kong?
In a breakout session, NCAJ will have a presentation on our preparations for Grief Camp.
Although the content of the presentation is “blank” at this moment, we hope this will be
an opportunity for exchanging ideas for this type of camp.
Please come to Hong Kong and join us!

Visit the website : http://www.icc2011.org.hk/

We ask you to...
・ Provide information about previous grief camps
Research about the camps, articles about the camps, staff training materials, etc., are welcome.
・ Donate to support the project
Donations are being accepted through the ICF website:

http://www.campingfellowship.org

Contact : National Camping Association of Japan
Executive, Tatsuya Kanayama
e-mail : kanayama@camping.or.jp
The full project plan is available at http://www.camping.or.jp/grief_camp_ncaj.pdf

ARIGATOU means "incredibly rare", thus it's MIRACLE.
It's a miracle that we have you in the camping community. ARIGATOU !
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August-2011

Fruitful visit to El Tesoro de la Vida - Grief Camp by Camp Fire USA First Texas CouncilFour representatives of NCAJ spent a week in El Tesoro de la Vida. This camp for
bereaved children has a history of 24 years, and is an exemplary role model for us to
establish a new grief camp program for the victims of the earthquake and tsunami in
Japan.
Every child who attended the camp is struggling with the loss of someone close to
them. But with a quick glance, it wasn’t easy to realize their heartache. That is how
much the camp was filled with fun!! Denis, the volunteer director, is one of the “Super
Generators of FUN”. He always talked friendly to the campers and staff, and
sometimes transformed into “THING 1” in “The Cat in the Hat”, a psychedelic lady, an
elephant, etc… Every camper laughed a lot, talked a lot, danced a lot, sang a lot.
However this camp wasn’t just for fun. There were some activities for grief work.
Every day each cabin group had a one-hour therapy session led by a professional
therapist. The therapists programmed the session according to the campers’ ages and
genders. For example, the group of ages 7-9 started with playing a game, and they
showed very little change until the second to the last session. But changes were
happening very gradually.
In the last session, they drew two pictures with and without the loved one and
started crying. Then walking into the woods, they picked the cross on which their
loved one’s name was written and talked about the person. They thought and talked of
the loved one, sang some songs, and hugged each other in tears, under a sky full of
stars.
Soon after the last session, campers howled with joy in the swimming pool. In a fun
atmosphere, they relaxed and healed. We found one of the reasons why this camp was
filled with much fun.

“We cannot always choose the way we are hurt, but we can choose the way we heal”
- This is a phrase written in the brochure of El Tesoro de la Vida. We learned much in
this fruitful week and set our minds to build our own grief camp filled with much fun,
which will be chosen as the way to heal.
Media resources
American Camp Association media release - Camp: A Global Community of Support and Healing
http://www.acacamps.org/media/story-ideas/camp-global-community
Star-Telegram - Granbury camp for grieving kids shares lessons with Japan
http://www.star-telegram.com/2011/08/05/3272721/granbury-camp-for-grieving-kids.html
KERA Public Radio - Japanese Learn From Texas Grief Camp
http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/kera/news.newsmain?action=article&ARTICLE_ID=1838535
Website of El Tesoro de la Vida
http://www.campfirefw.org/CampFire/Families/CampElTesoro/GriefCampElTesorodelaVida/tabid/188/Default.aspx

We ask you to...
・ Provide information about previous grief camps
Research about the camps, articles about the camps, staff training materials, etc., are welcome.
・ Donate to support the project
Donations are being accepted through the ICF website:

http://www.campingfellowship.org

Contact : National Camping Association of Japan
Executive, Tatsuya Kanayama

e-mail : kanayama@camping.or.jp

The full project plan is available at http://www.camping.or.jp/grief_camp_ncaj.pdf

ARIGATOU means "incredibly rare", thus it's MIRACLE. It's a miracle that we have you in the camping community. ARIGATOU!!
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September / October - 2011

Sharing the Concept of Grief Camp with Our Members
Camp Festa Fuji Asagiri of NCAJ
The National Camping Association of Japan (NCAJ) held Camp Festa Fuji Asagiri, a member gathering, as
an event to commemorate the 45th anniversary of NCAJ. During that event, we had two breakout sessions
about our Grief Camp project.
One was to introduce our unforgettable experience at El Tesoro de la Vida, a Grief Camp of Camp Fire USA
First Texas Council. The other was to exchange ideas and promote our project in Japan.
“Grief Camp” is a very new idea for most Japanese. So many of them imagine that there are very special
therapeutic sessions during the camp. But that’s not exactly accurate for El Tesoro de la Vida. Of course there
are special therapists at El Tesoro de la Vida. However, they are special not only for their therapeutic skills but
also for their love of camping. The pictures taken by counselors showed the participants of the session the fun
atmosphere of the camp. They demonstrate that “Fun” is one of the most important aspects of Grief Camp.
At the second session, we talked about what is to be done in terms of recruitment and retention of campers
and volunteers, fundraising, and public relations,
which are problems that many camps have. In
addition, most Japanese have a challenge. In El
Tesoro de la Vida, campers tried to express their
feelings with the support of the therapists,
counselors and other campers. Even for them, it’s a
hard job. As they say, Japanese generally are not good
at expressing their feelings. However, through these
sessions, we continue to see the importance of our
project.
Website of El Tesoro de la Vida
http://www.campfirefw.org/CampFire/Families/CampElTesoro/GriefCampElTesorodelaVida/tabid/188/Default.aspx

International Camping Congress in Hong Kong
The next opportunity for the exchange of ideas is the upcoming International and Asia
Oceania Camping Congress in Hong Kong. Please let us know your ideas. We are really
looking forward to hearing from all of you!

We ask you to...
・ Provide information about previous grief camps
Research about the camps, articles about the camps, staff training materials, etc., are welcome.
・ Donate to support the project
Donations are being accepted through the ICF website: http://www.campingfellowship.org

Contact : National Camping Association of Japan
Executive, Tatsuya Kanayama

e-mail : kanayama@camping.or.jp

The full project plan is available at http://www.camping.or.jp/grief_camp_ncaj.pdf

ARIGATOU means "incredibly rare", thus it's MIRACLE.
It's a miracle that we have you in the camping community. ARIGATOU!!

